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MEASURES TO REDUCE DOMESTIC GREENHOUSE GASES

Kimiko Hirata

Kiko Network, Japan

Thank you very much for giving me an opportunity to speak at this workshop on Best
Practices in Policies and Measures today.

My name is Kimiko Hirata from Kiko Network, Japan, representing Japanese NGOs and also
Climate Action Network, known as CAN.

First of all, I would like to thank Danish government for inviting us to this very important
workshop. I am grateful that Parties gather in the country where the government has very
good record in taking domestic actions and which is one of the countries that decided not to
use international mechanisms but commit themselves to meet its 21% Kyoto protocol target
at home. We are also seeing that positive sign. The UK set the target to reduce more than
20% of GHG emissions by 2010 domestically and will achieve its Kyoto target of 12.5%
under the EU Burden Sharing Agreement. France also chose to implement policies and
measures to meet their stabilisation target without using the flexible mechanisms in their
national program. These are the kind of domestic implementation examples that we have to
see rapid progress in order to fight climate change. I welcome and support these initiatives.

In the Kyoto Protocol, Annex I Parties agreed to reduce their GHG emissions by at least 5 %
from 1990 level. We have to remember again that this figure is way below compared to IPCC
alert that we need to reduce 50-70 % for CO2 concentration stabilization at the current levels.

So, where we are now? How do the emission trends look like?
We, NGOs communities, are worried to see the significant delay in taking action in
developed countries. Annex I parties are not even implementing the no-regrets policies and
measures as identified by the IPCC second assessment report in 1996. Most Annex I Parties
are failing the Convention target which is returning 1990 levels by end of the present decade.
Current emission trends in many Annex I parties are worrying. We need to recognize that we
are far from being on the track.

There are several reasons for this unsatisfactory situation.

First, there are obvious political inertia and strong resistance of core groups of business and
international financial institutions and banks, especially in a sectors such as transport and
energy with regard to phasing out or support for fossil fuels.

Second, there is the possibility of using the flexible mechanisms and sinks in the protocol,
which rules are expected to be agreed upon  at COP6. For example, Netherlands is building
on 50% performance at home and 50% abroad. In addition, they are planning to use ODA
fund for CDM. As a country to chair the COP6, the Netherlands should change their policy in
this respect.
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Similarly, Japan already counts 1.8% out of 6% reduction from Mechanisms and 3.7% from
sinks. And this is used as an excuse not to initiate emissions reduction from fossil fuels. And
other countries also plan to use the mechanisms in order to circumvent national decisions and
real change in mobility and consumption patterns.

Thus, little action is taken by Annex I Parties.

Regarding best practices, we are, however, seeing some good intentions within European
countries or in some areas, but implementation is still missing. As presented by Japanese
delegate this morning, G8 countries submitted their best practice examples at the G8
Environmental Future Forum last February. In the Forum it was recognized that Japan is
doing much less than other countries and some good changes are happening in some
countries after Kyoto meeting. For example, climate change policy package in some
countries, introduction of environmental tax in some European countries, renewable energy
policy such as new feed-in law in Germany. We hope that such examples will boost a
coordinated approach on in EU level and result in drastic change globally near future.

However, these changes don’t result in GHG emissions reduction because actions are
compensated in terms of limitation or reduction successes through inaction or even positive
support for parts of the high carbon economy.

One example of disappointing inaction is the EU policies and measure record. Before Kyoto,
the Commission and Council argued that a 15% cut would be achievable by 2010 and
subsequently identified measures for implementation. However, 3 years later overall EU
emissions are still increasing.

I will give you other examples. Japan is the No1 country in terms of energy efficiency.
Automobile industries and Governments are striving to achieve fuel efficiency. However,
these efforts are offset by increasing emissions from transport sector, as more than 100
million dollars are earmarked for road construction. Top Runner Approach or benchmarking
to improve efficiency is very complicated and –in Japan- exclude best practice technologies
such as hybrid vehicle, so that the effect is limited. It is clear that without traffic demand
management and targets for reduced road traffic emissions from the transport will rocket in
the decades to come.

In UK the new climate change levy which is industry energy tax might deliver, if
implemented, about 4.5 MtC savings until 2010, but it can be offset completely in terms of
emission by the increased air travel expected from new airports that are to be around the UK.

Another example is the energy efficiency standards of performance for buildings. Even it is
new policy, sometimes it does not address commercial buildings and energy uses in them,
although energy consumption in the tertiary sector is rising in several countries. Even worse,
often such planned measures are not implemented at all.

Similarly, any reduction efforts in Annex I countries can be offset globally, through the
financing activities of bilateral and multilateral funding for oil, coal, and gas projects to
developing countries and countries in economies in transition.
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These examples show that it is necessary not only to introduce good policies in some areas or
sectors, but also to assess current policies which run counter and compensate the limitation or
reduction, and to practically integrate the aim to reduce GHG emission in the policies areas.

Now, how should we approach best practices?

Article 2 of the Kyoto Protocol explicitly asks parties to implement policies and measures to
achieve their target and to promote sustainable development. It also asks Parties to
demonstrate progress by year 2005. CAN strongly believes that governments must focus
more on and implement these provisions.

An effort to coordinated policies and measures in regional and global level could greatly
enhance environmental effectiveness of Policies and measures to reduce GHG emissions.
With regard to coordination of policies and measures, Parties already decided in the AGBM
process that the national policies and measures were not really comparable and that the
projections and suggested impacts of implementation on the emission trajectories were
difficult to verify. However, it was attempted to select some, effective and broadly
comparable policies and measures to see to what extent international coordination could help
the implementation of them in different countries. This failed at COP3 and target approach
was taken. However, since the Kyoto target is very weak, governments have to take further
step toward coordination to reinforce their domestic policies.

As we all know, Governments have different position toward such coordination, even
relatively clear cut examples for coordination such as international kerosine tax have been
rejected so far. And Japan has negative position toward coordination, this is true for the US
and others. But I would like to emphasize that coordinated approach could overcome
competitiveness concerns and political stalemate. It could bring a fresh breeze to the
international climate regime.

I would also like to stress what should not be included in Policies and Measures. We are
worried to see that some countries both Annex I and NON Annex I seem to regard electricity
generated from nuclear power as way out. Here, I want to share Japanese experience on this
matter. Japan is one of the few countries that still strongly promote nuclear power generation
in the name of energy security and climate protection. However, after Tokaimura accident
last year, it becomes very obvious that few Japanese people support nuclear policy. Local
people living near reactors are constant fear of the dangerous accidents. And original plans of
government to construct additional 20 nuclear plants became totally unrealistic because of
delay or retraction of some of the plans by strong local resistance movements. And now
government was oblige to start to discuss alternative plan, which we expect has good
possibility to expand renewables. What’s happening in Japan clearly tells you that nuclear
power is NOT sustainable option. Nuclear power should be excluded any measures to address
climate change both from national policies and from international mechanisms.
Countries that are advocating nuclear projects will loose their credibility as forerunners to
protect the global environment. All countries must take a firm and public stance against
nuclear power before the next SB meeting in June. Nuclear is not an option and shouldn’t
therefore be even discussed here at this workshop.
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I will now introduce some example of best practices that NGO recommend. Key measures for
best practices could be taxes, subsidies and other financial incentives, green procurement,
public awareness, standards, and  R&D.

Regarding taxes, subsidies and other financial incentives,
1) introducing eco-tax or energy tax
(some European countries have introduced green tax to some limited extent, however,
effectiveness could be greater. )
2) international kerosine tax for aviation
 (this is also the area that coordination will remove market imperfection)
3) phasing out tax incentive or subsidies for fossil fuels, such as coal and oil, and nuclear.
4) tax incentive or subsidies for renewables such as wind and solar. To set renewables right in
the electricity liberalized market. Electricity liberalization could threaten renewables through
lack of safeguard.

Regarding procurement
1) policies for purchase activities by governments (low emissions vehicles, better light

bulbs, cleaner technologies) In some countries the public setor accounts for ¼ of all
emissions. Government must provide a good atitude for the private sectors and
consumers.

Regarding R&D,
1)R&D for renewables.
We urge all governments to redirect their R&D budget away from non-sustainable, dirty, and
obsolete technologies toward tidal, wave and fuel cell powered by renewables.

Others,
1) energy efficiency standards
( some action and conflict have happened. Coordination is necessary)
2) standards of buildings and appliances
3) extensive public information campaign

Overall, government must adopt binding targets in order to accelerate the implementation of
climate protection policies and measures.
1) binding renewable targets as part of national energy mix.
2) mandating of energy efficiency targets for certain business groups
3) reduction of road traffic targets locally, nationally or regionally
4) phasing out HFCs, PFCs and SF6

These are examples of policies and measures that governments can and should introduce
domestically. Also governments should ensure to involve public early in the policy
development process. We want Annex I countries, and especially my own country Japan, to
take more aggressive domestic actions I listed. Without demonstrating real reduction from
Annex I countries, developing countries’ participation in the future will be very difficult and
current negotiation could be at risk to be in a deadlock. To avoid this impasse, much more
will have to follow the occurring good actions.


